Army Paralegal Competence Course

Course Overview

CRITICAL THINKING
The new APCC course provides
knowledge that increases critical

APCC is a 55-hour course
consisting of four modules and 29
lessons. In this course students
gain a solid foundation in the law
and paralegal profession through
an interactive online learning
platform focusing on effective legal
writing, client services,
administrative law, and
criminal law.

reasoning skills and aids in
creative thinking skills.

VISUALLY -STIMULATING
The training will include visually
stimulating activities that help
students explore and encourage
them to learn, while ensuring

The course prepares skill level one
and two paralegals to develop,
master, and refine key skills that
will enhance their career, improve
communication, and expand
interpersonal skills. This course
supplements the average
paralegals daily task.

that complex ideas come across
easily to students.

PROFICIENCY
Students will apply the skills
learned in this course on day
one. With continued practice
and application of the content
learned in the APCC their skills
and proficiency as a paralegal
will increase.

This course prepares Army personnel to perform duties as a leader in a
paralegal capacity. The purpose of this courses is to expose the student to
typical legal issues faced by a paralegal, and provide refresher training
between AIT and ALC.

Army Paralegal Competence Course

Course Features
The course is offered as a self-paced, selfdirected, interactive study through the JAGU
Blackboard LMS without instructor or
facilitator interaction or involvement.
VIRTUAL LEARNING

The strategic approach to the redesigned
course is:

The newly developed course will
create a virtual learning
environment that makes learning

 Tell Me - Present content with
explanations of what, how, and why
 Show Me - Show examples
 Let Me Try - Do practice activities
and encourage cognitive processing.

easier, more effective, and more
enjoyable for students.

PRACTICAL EXERCISES
Throughout each lesson,
learners will complete practice
activities that will assess their
understanding of content
covered in the lesson.

FEEDBACK
Feedback will be provided
throughout the course to ensure

The new online education landscape for APCC will provide more engaging and
interactive instruction that:
 Includes text, photos, videos, graphics, and sounds
 Includes scenarios and games that deliver a realistic digital
environment to check and test for practical skills and lessons learned

students are on the right track,
with feedback and remediation
provide to incorrect answers.

Course Benefits








Candidates may self-enroll
Student may receive promotion points
Supplement their on-the-job learning experience
Increase writing proficiency
Provides additional training for MOS-T
The course may be added to the Soldier ERB/ARB
The course demonstrates real-world experiences

